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400.105.  Department policies are found in the Program Administrative Manual (PAM), 
the Program Eligibility Manual (PEM) and the Program Reference Manual (PRM). 

 
MA GROUP 2 INCOME ELIGIBILITY 
 
Deductible 
 
Deductible is a process which allows a client with excess 
income to become eligible for Group 2 MA if sufficient 
allowable medical expenses are incurred.   
 
Active Deductible 
 
Open an MA case without ongoing Group 2 MA coverage 
on CIMS as long as:   
(1)  
. The fiscal group has excess income, and 
. At least one fiscal group member meets all other 

Group 2 MA eligibility factors.   
(2)  
Such cases are called active deductible cases.  Periods of 
MA coverage are added on CIMS each time the group meets 
it deductible.   
 
Deductible Period 
 
Each calendar month is a separate spend-down period.   
 
Deductible Amount 
 
The fiscal group’s monthly excess income is called a 
deductible amount.  PEM 545, pp. 8-9.  
 
Meeting a Deductible 
 
Meeting a deductible means reporting and verifying 
allowable medical expenses (defined in “EXHIBIT I”) that 
equal or exceed the deductible amount for the calendar 
month tested.  PEM, Item 545, p. 9.   
 
The group must report expenses by the last day of the third 
month following the month for which it wants MA coverage.  
PAM 130 explains verification and timeliness standards.  
PEM, Item 545. p. 9.  
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The goal of the Medicaid program is to ensure that essential health care services are 
made  available to those who  otherwise  could not afford them.  Medicaid is also known 
as Medical Assistance (MA).  PEM 105.   
 
The State of Michigan has set guidelines for income, which determine if an MA group 
is eligible.  Income eligibility exists for the calendar month tested when:   
 

. There is no excess income, or 

. Allowable medical expenses equal or exceed the 
excess income (under the Deductible Guidelines).  
PEM 545.   

 
Net income (countable income minus allowable income deductions) must be at or below 
a certain income limit for eligibility to exist.  PEM 105.   Income eligibility exists when net 
income does not exceed the Group 2 needs in PEM 544.  PEM 166.  The protected 
income level is a set allowance for non-medical need items such as shelter, food and 
incidental expenses.  PRT 240 lists the Group 2 MA protected income levels based on 
shelter area and fiscal group size.  PEM 544.   An eligible Medical Assistance group 
(Group 2 MA) has income the same as or less than the “protected income level” as set 
forth in the policy contained in the Program Reference Table (PRT).   
 
An individual or MA group whose income is in excess of the monthly protected income 
level is ineligible to receive MA.  However, a MA group may become eligible for 
assistance under the deductible program.  The deductible program is a process, which 
allows a client with excess income to be eligible for MA, if sufficient allowable medical 
expenses are incurred.  Each calendar month is a separate deductible period.  The 
fiscal group’s monthly excess income is called the deductible amount.  Meeting a 
deductible means reporting and verifying allowable medical expenses that equal or 
exceed the deductible amount for the calendar month.  The MA group must report 
expenses by the last day of the third month following the month it wants medical 
coverage.  PEM 545; 42 CFR 435.831.   
 
In this case, the claimant had a fiscal net income of . The claimant’s protected 
income level in her shelter area for a group size of one is . PRT 240. After 
subtracting the claimant’s total needs amount of  from her total fiscal group net 
income of , the claimant would be left with an excess income or deductible of 

. Therefore, the claimant’s MA deductible determination must be upheld. 
 
The MALB income limit is . The claimant had a countable net income of , 
which results in her failing the income test and requires her to pay her Medicaid Part B. 
The claimant failed the income test by . Therefore, the claimant’s MA deductible is 

 and the claimant is required to pay her Medicaid Part B deductible. 
 

 
 
 






